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A lively, personal perspective on a frequently tumultuous part of the world. In the 1930s,

English travel writer H V Morton undertook a series of journeys to the great religious and

historical sites of the Middle East. The three books that emerged from these travels cemented

his reputation as one of the greats of his genre and are still in print today. New Zealand travel

writer Peter Riordan set off in Morton’s footsteps in 2009. His journey took him through Egypt,

Jordan, Israel, Syria, Lebanon, Turkey, Cyprus and Greece. Much has changed, he discovers,

but much endures fundamentally unchanged. With Morton’s books as his guide, he traces the

remnants of Christianity and discovers the religious, cultural and political pressures shaping

the region today.

"Conn Iggulden is a grand storyteller...[he keeps] adults turning pages like enthralled kids."—

USA Today"Brilliant."—Bernard Cornwell"Iggulden knows that history derives from 'story'. Don't

miss it."—Los Angeles Times"An absorbing portrait of ancient Roman life and history, well

written and full of suspense—even for those who know the ending."—Kirkus ReviewsFrom the

Hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyIf the Roman Empire had taken as long to rise and

fall as this novel takes to discover a main character and a plot, most of the world would still be

wearing togas today. The story, such as it is, revolves around two boys: Gaius, the broody son

of a wealthy senator, and Marcus, a prostitute's mischievous child who is reared as Gaius's

brother and trained with him in the arts of war. Before the two boys reach majority, they are

thrust into adulthood by the untimely death of Gaius's father and take up residence in Rome

with Gaius's uncle Marius, a powerful consul who is vying with Sulla for control of the Republic.

When Marcus is 14, he joins the Fourth Macedonian Legion to earn his fortune; Gaius remains

by his uncle's side. Iggulden lingers long over boyhood pranks, trying the reader's patience; the

pace picks up only halfway through the novel. Frequent fight scenes, ranging from individual

combat to full scale battles, liven the mix somewhat, but the cartoon-like ability of the

characters to bounce back after a few stitches weakens the effect. Though Iggulden has a solid

grounding in Roman military history, anachronisms in speech and attitude ("Cabera took him

outside and gave him a hiding") roll underfoot and trip up authenticity. A major twist toward the

end reveals the protagonists to be two of Roman history's best-known figures, but readers with

some knowledge of the period will have guessed their identities already. This is ultimately little

more than a protracted introduction to a bigger story, which Iggulden will surely go on to

tell.Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalEnglish writer Iggulden's first novel is the story of

two young boys-Gaius and Marcus, raised as brothers though one is illegitimate-as they grow

to adulthood in Rome two millennia ago. At that time, the republic was beginning to fall apart, a

collapse that would result in the civil wars that brought the emperors to power. It was a time of

turmoil, chaos, revolutions, casual violence, and savage brutality, and Iggulden's descriptions

of the culture and environment are vivid. Although covering a period unknown to most lay

readers, Emperor is a surprisingly fast and often exciting read. Iggulden admits to taking some

liberties with history, and his masking the identities of Gaius and Marcus is unnecessary and

distracting. While the real identity of Marcus (Et tu, Brute?) may be a puzzle, readers with a fair

knowledge of Roman history will quickly identify Gaius (think of the Ides of March). Also, the

roles of historical warlords Marius and Sulla are not well clarified. Still, this entertaining



historical novel will appeal to fans of Steven Pressfield and Michael Curtis Ford. For larger

collections. [Previewed in Prepub Alert, LJ 9/1/02; also, look for Colleen McCullough's The

October Horse: A Novel About Caesar and Cleopatra, which will be released by S. & S. in

November.-Ed.]-Robert Conroy, Warren, M.--Robert Conroy, Warren, MICopyright 2002 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

BooklistIggulden's debut casts authentically detailed light on the early years of the great

Roman general and statesman Julius Caesar. Most of what people know about Caesar

revolves around his brilliant work to extend the borders of the Roman republic and his horrible

death by stabbing in the Roman senate. This novel, however, accords us an expansive look at

Caesar as a young boy. Born into a patrician family, Caesar was catapulted into managing the

family estate at an early age, when his father was killed during a slave revolt. The author

focuses on Caesar's training for battle--a typical endeavor for his age and ilk. At the same time,

he absorbed the fundamentals of the intricacies of Roman politics, into which, by virtue of

being the nephew of the powerful consul Marius, Caesar was bound to become involved. The

story ends with Caesar's departure from Rome for a stint in the army in the provinces. Brad

HooperCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter

OneThe track in the woods was a wide causeway to the two boys strolling down it. Both were

so dirty with thick, black mud as to be almost unrecognizable as human. The taller of the two

had blue eyes that seemed unnaturally bright against the cracking, itching mud that plastered

him."We're going to be killed for this, Marcus," he said, grinning. In his hand, a sling spun lazily,

held taut with the weight of a smooth river pebble."Your fault, Gaius, for pushing me in. I told

you the riverbed wasn't dry all the way."As he spoke, the shorter boy laughed and shoved his

friend into the bushes that lined the path. He whooped and ran as Gaius scrambled out and set

off in pursuit, sling whirring in a disc."Battle!" he shouted in his high, unbroken voice.The

beating they would get at home for ruining their tunics was far away, and both boys knew every

trick to get out of trouble--all that mattered was charging through the woodland paths at high

speed, scaring birds. Both boys were barefoot, already with calluses developing, despite not

having seen more than eight summers."This time, I'll catch him," Gaius panted to himself as he

ran. It was a mystery to him how Marcus, who had the same number of legs and arms, could

yet somehow make them move faster than he could. In fact, as he was shorter, his stride

should have been a little less, surely?The leaves whipped by him, stinging his bare arms. He

could hear Marcus taunting him up ahead, close. Gaius showed his teeth as his lungs began to

hurt.Without warning, he broke into a clearing at full pelt and skidded to a sudden, shocked

stop. Marcus was lying on the ground, trying to sit up and holding his head in his right hand.

Three men--no, older boys--were standing there, carrying walking staffs.Gaius groaned as he

took in his surroundings. The chase had carried the two boys off his father's small estate and

into their neighbors' part of the woods. He should have recognized the track that marked the

boundary, but he'd been too caught up in catching Marcus for once."What do we have here? A

couple of little mudfish, crawled up out of the river!"It was Suetonius who spoke, the eldest son

of the neighboring estate. He was fourteen and killing time before he went into the army. He

had the sort of trained muscles the two younger boys hadn't begun to develop. He had a mop

of blond hair over a face speckled with white-headed eruptions that covered his cheeks and

forehead, with a sprinkling of angry-looking red ones disappearing under his praetexta tunic.

He also had a long, straight stick, friends to impress, and an afternoon to while away.Gaius

was frightened, knowing he was out of his depth. He and Marcus were trespassing--the best

they could expect was a few blows, the worst was a beating with broken bones. He glanced at



Marcus and saw him try to stagger to his feet. He'd obviously been belted with something as

he ran into the older boys."Let us go, Tonius, we're expected back.""Speaking mudfish! We'll

make our fortune, boys! Grab hold of them, I have a roll of twine for tying up pigs that will do

just as well for mudfish."Gaius didn't consider running, with Marcus unable to get away. This

wasn't a game--the cruelty of the boys could be managed if they were treated carefully, talked

to like scorpions, ready to strike without warning.The two other boys approached with their

staffs held ready. They were both strangers to Gaius. One dragged Marcus to his feet and the

other, a hefty, stupid-looking boy, rammed his stick into Gaius's stomach. He doubled up in

agony, unable to speak. He could hear the boy laughing as he cramped and groaned, trying to

curl into the pain."There's a branch that will do. Tie their legs together and string them up to

swing. We can see who's the best shot with javelins and stones.""Your father knows my father,"

Gaius spat out as the pain in his stomach lessened."True--doesn't like him though. My father is

a proper patrician, not like yours. Your whole family could be his servants if he wanted. I'd make

that mad mother of yours scrub the tiles."At least he was talking. The thug with the horsehair

twine was intent on tying knots at Gaius's feet, ready to hoist him into the air. What could he

say to bargain? His father had no real power in the city. His mother's family had produced a

couple of consuls--that was it. Uncle Marius was a powerful man, so his mother said."We are

nobilitas--my uncle Marius is not a man to cross . . ."There was a sudden high-pitched yelp as

the string over the branch went tight and Marcus was swung into the air upside down."Tie the

end to that stump. This fish next," Tonius said, laughing gleefully.Gaius noted that the two

friends followed his orders without question. It would be pointless trying to appeal to one of

them."Let us down, you spot-covered pus-bag!" Marcus shouted as his face darkened with the

rush of blood.Gaius groaned. Now they would be killed, he was sure."You idiot, Marcus. Don't

mention his spots; you can see he must be sensitive about them."Suetonius raised an eyebrow

and his mouth opened in astonishment. The heavyset boy paused in throwing the twine over a

second branch."Oh, you have made a mistake, little fish. Finish stringing that one up, Decius,

I'm going to make him bleed a little."Suddenly, the world tilted sickeningly and Gaius could hear

the twine creak and a low whistle in his ears as his head filled with blood. He rotated slowly

and came round to see Marcus in a similar predicament. His nose was a little bloody from

being knocked down the first time."I think you've stopped my nosebleed, Tonius. Thanks."

Marcus's voice trembled slightly and Gaius smiled at his bravery.When he'd first come to live

with them, the little boy had been naturally nervous and a little small for his age. Gaius had

shown him around the estate and they'd ended up in the hay barn, right at the top of the

stacked sheaves. They had looked down at the loose pile far below and Gaius had seen

Marcus's hands tremble."I'll go first and show you how it's done," Gaius had said cheerfully,

launching himself feetfirst and whooping.Below, he'd looked up at the edge for a few seconds,

waiting to see Marcus appear. Just as he'd thought it would never happen, a small figure shot

into the air, leaping high. Gaius had scrambled out of the way as Marcus crashed into the hay,

winded and gasping."I thought you were too scared to do it," Gaius had said to the prone figure

blinking in the dust."I was," Marcus had replied quietly, "but I won't be afraid. I just won't."The

hard voice of Suetonius broke into Gaius's spinning thoughts: "Gentlemen, meat must be

tenderized with mallets. Take your stations and begin the technique, like so."He swung his stick

at Gaius's head, catching him over the ear. The world went white, then black, and when he next

opened his eyes everything was spinning as the string twisted. For a while, he could feel the

blows as Suetonius called out, "One-two-three, one-two-three . . ."He thought he could hear

Marcus crying and then he passed out to the accompaniment of jeers and laughter.He woke

and went back under a couple of times in the daylight, but it was dusk when he was finally able



to stay conscious. His right eye was a heavy mass of blood, and his face felt swollen and caked

in stickiness. They were still upside down and swinging gently as the evening breeze came in

from the hills."Wake up, Marcus--Marcus!"His friend didn't stir. He looked terrible, like some

sort of demon. The crust of crumbling river mud had been broken away, and there was now

only a gray dust, streaked with red and purple. His jaw was swollen, and a lump stood out on

his temple. His left hand was fat and had a bluish tinge in the failing light. Gaius tried to move

his own hands, held by the twine. Though painfully stiff, they both worked and he set about

wriggling them free. His young frame was supple and the burst of fresh pain was ignored in the

wave of worry he felt for his friend. He had to be all right, he had to be. First, though, Gaius had

to get down.One hand came free and he reached down to the ground, scrabbling in the dust

and dead leaves with his fingertips. Nothing. The other hand came free and he widened his

area of search, making his body swing in a slow circle. Yes, a small stone with a sharp edge.

Now for the difficult part."Marcus! Can you hear me? I'm going to get us down, don't you worry.

Then I'm going to kill Suetonius and his fat friends."Marcus swung gently in silence, his mouth

open and slack. Gaius took a deep breath and readied himself for the pain. Under normal

circumstances, reaching up to cut through a piece of heavy twine with only a sharp stone

would have been difficult, but with his abdomen a mass of bruises, it felt like an impossible

task.Go.He heaved himself up, crying out with the pain from his stomach. He jackknifed up to

the branch and gripped it with both hands, lungs heaving with the effort. He felt weak and his

vision blurred. He thought he would vomit, and could do no more than just hold on for a few

moments. Then, inch by inch, he released the hand with the stone and leaned back, giving

himself enough room to reach the twine and saw at it, trying not to catch his skin where it had

bitten into the flesh.The stone was depressingly blunt and he couldn't hold on for long. Gaius

tried to let go before his hands slipped so he could control the fall back, but it was too

hard."Still got the stone," he muttered to himself. "Try again, before Suetonius comes

back."Another thought ... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Review'Iggulden is in a class of his own when it comes to epic, historical fiction' Daily

Mirror 'A brilliant story -- I wish I'd written it. A novel of vivid characters, stunning action and

unrelenting pace. It really is a terrific read.' BERNARD CORNWELL 'The descriptions of

combat in the circus, slaves in revolt, skirmishes in Greece, amputations and street fighting are

all convincing.' TLS 'A rich and compelling novel that draws the reader into an extraordinary

time and the life of an extraordinary man.' DAVID GEMMELL --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorConn Iggulden is a British author who writes historical

fiction, most notably the Emperor series and Conqueror series. He also co-authored The

Dangerous Book for Boys along with his brother Hal Iggulden. In 2007, Iggulden became the

first person to top the UK fiction and non-fiction charts at the same time.--This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Text © Peter Riordan 2011Typographical design © David Bateman Ltd, 2011Published in 2011

by David Bateman Ltd30 Tarndale Grove, Albany, Auckland, New Zealand978-1-86953-798-2

(pbk. edition)978-1-77548-069-3 (epub edition)978-1-77548-070-9 (kindle edition)This book is

copyright. Except for the purpose of fair review, no part may be stored or transmitted in any

form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including recording or storage in any

information retrieval systems, without permission in writing from the publisher. No reproduction

may be made, whether by photocopying or by any other means, unless a licence has been

obtained from the publisher or its agent.Cover images:Front: Gate of Forgiveness, Mt Sinai,

Egypt.Back: top — Tomb towers in Cham Desert, Palmyra, Syria; background — Frescoes at

Deir Anba Hadra, Aswan, Egypt.Book design: Alice BellMaps: Nick Keenleyside, Outline

Draughting & Graphics LtdEbook production 2011 byAuthor’s NoteMubarak is gone. Assad

looks in deep trouble. And yet eighteen months ago, while I was in Egypt and Syria, their

positions looked unassailable. I heard — and have retold — the whispered complaints, the talk

of political repression, but never imagined these tiny acts of defiance would be so quickly and

comprehensively overshadowed by recent events.Mubarak’s regime could most generously be

described as heavy-handed (though its demise came at the cost of great loss of life); the Assad

dynasty is positively ruthless. The rumblings in Jordan have subsided, which does not surprise

me. Its king, it seemed to me during my time in the Hashemite kingdom, is well-meaning and

diligent in advancing his people’s — not his own — interests. The Middle East has always been

a turbulent place. I caught it at a moment of relative tranquillity, and have recorded it exactly as

I found it. But no matter what political events sweep over the region, the Arab gift of hospitality

will, I know with absolute certainty, endure.Peter Riordan, Wellington, June 2011Chapter 1:

Cairo FragmentsTHE STAMP landed with a thwack! and I was free to go. Around me

reverberated the same dull thud of rubber on paper, monotonous and persistent like cicadas in

the afternoon heat. I looked beyond the arrivals hall to the corridor of deserted kiosks, to the

cleaners bracing themselves on their brooms, to the guards shifting their weight from boot to

boot, all in shapeless khaki, and I thought a little glumly: yes, any hot, far-flung corner of the

world. And rounding the end of the corridor I came to the familiar next chapter: the glare of

lights at the exit doors and the waiting frenzy of taxi drivers, touts, porters and hangers-on,

beseeching, imploring, shouting, whispering, anxious to attach themselves to each emerging

passenger. Here was the moment of true arrival, the wrenching gateway from order into chaos,

from air-conditioned comfort into sweaty discomfort. I took a breath and stepped into the

jostling and thick black heat of a Cairo night.I had arrived in the Holy Land or, more prosaically,

the Middle East. Countless pilgrims down the centuries had trodden these paths before me,

had worn trails between the holy places, among ruins, across deserts, among mountains. They

had come with piety in their hearts, with a sword in their hands, with zealotry in their veins, with

pen or paintbrush in their satchels, with camera slung over their shoulder.With what had I

come? Notebooks and an idea. Long ago I had read the works of English journalist and writer

H V Morton on the Middle East, a trilogy whose very pages could transport you back down the

decades to a time when Palestine was a British mandate and Syria a French one, when Egypt

guarded the route to the jewel in Britain’s colonial crown, when invariably roads were a dusty

haze by summer and impassable bog by winter, when many towns and cities had not much

outgrown their original defensive walls. Morton’s books, published by Methuen and the now-

defunct Messrs Rich & Cowan of Soho Square, belonged to that age. To turn those stiff pages,

to run your fingers over those sepia-tinted photographs, to let your eyes traverse the wilds of



Asia Minor or walk the streets of Old Damascus or pause before some Byzantine gate in

Salonica (today’s Thessaloniki), was to get a discernible sensation of the Holy Land of

Morton’s time.It was a time when the Second World War was only a few short years away and

visitors were infrequent — generally people of means on some eastern extension of their

Grand Tour; or those of great determination on some confidential journey for which Arabic was

an indispensable item of luggage. Mass tourism did not exist. Those in the English-speaking

world, whether devout or merely curious, who thirsted for some knowledge of present-day

conditions in the birthplace of Christianity, could only turn to books. And they fell upon Morton’s

in great numbers. My edition of his first book, In the Steps of the Master, was a thirteenth

edition. My copy of his second, In the Steps of St. Paul, was only a third printing, but in the

three months since the first run, the presses had churned out 300,000 copies — the

equivalent, if you think about it, of a modern-day blockbuster. Even after the war his books

continued to sell well. My copy of the last in the trilogy, Through Lands of the Bible, published in

1938, was the fifth reprint in nine years.Several of Morton’s photos especially seize the

imagination: the Acro-Corinth viewed through the mighty, battered columns of the Temple of

Apollo, pillars weathered and pock-marked and with debris scattered at their feet like the

barnacle-encrusted legs of the Old Man of the Sea himself. Another, also on a frontispiece,

shows a courtyard scene in a desert monastery of the Copts, those believers with a whiff of

heresy still clinging — at least in the minds of some Latins — to their doctrines, who have been

left behind in Egypt by the receding tide of Christianity. The courtyard, peopled by figures

dressed in full-length robes, is in shadow, and the fronds of a palm tree in the foreground partly

frame a tall white building with inward-sloping walls, like the pylons at entrances to the

pharaohs’ temples, and slit-like windows seemingly more intended for defence than for

admitting light. And it is the quality of light that catches your notice. It casts the sharpest

shadows on the plaster walls. All else is dazzling glare. You can feel its dry desert intensity, and

you know the figures in this scene can feel it, too, for they are all sensibly standing out of the

sun’s reach. And then there is the photo taken outside the city walls of Jerusalem. If ever there

was a road to draw the eye, and spirit, towards the prospect of unknown adventures, this is it.

The dirt road is wide. It curls lazily to the horizon, where the light is obscured by a dust-filled

haze, and a far-off building, seemingly the road’s destination, is but a nail-clip of shadow. In the

foreground, two Arabs try to bring some order to their herd of goats and sheep. Behind them,

receding from view, are three figures. One carries a bundle on her head. They are caught mid-

stride, their robes and head coverings fluttering as they march away. But it is the city walls,

broken and jagged like a mouthful of bad teeth, which catch the eye. These walls have already

witnessed more history than it is possible for the ordinary person to grasp.How much of that

world of Morton’s remains? I was curious to learn the answer, but more than that, I was

apprehensive. His journeys were made on the eve of a war that was to convulse whole

continents. Maps had been redrawn, cities had grown, time had marched on. Much, I knew,

had changed; but much, I hoped, had not.Here was my idea: to follow Morton’s footsteps — not

too slavishly — through lands stretching in an arc from Egypt round the eastern Mediterranean

to Turkey and southern Greece; through a region that had more historic buildings and ruins,

more historic figures and events than any other place in the world. In fact, the Middle East was

history: it was here that civilisation was born; here that the world’s great monotheistic religions

arose. But as much as I wanted to see the ancient Middle East, I also wanted to see the

modern — which was why Morton’s journeys would be my rough compass rather than a set of

immutable bearings.I also hoped that my journey might cast a little light on a travel writer

regarded by many as the best of his generation — and by some as the best ever. About his



skills as a writer there could be no doubt; about his personal views, there was ample ambiguity.

When he appeared to be divulging something of his feelings, those sentiments dissolved upon

closer scrutiny into little more than a string of finely wrought words. At times an irrational

determination would come over me to expose him: I must stand where Morton stood, test his

observations, doubt his motives, look for flaws in his arguments and fulminate over his ease of

access to high officials and places now out of bounds. Invariably, though, I would crash to the

ground defeated, his reputation intact, his scholarship undimmed; and I would resume my

journey, an ordinary traveller, an ordinary writer in a modern age. But my quest, for all its

faltering progress, was seldom dull.In the opening page of each book, Morton beckons the

reader into a scene charged with atmosphere and symbolism. It is the sort of exquisite moment

every travel writer wishes for, poised upon a great adventure, the sky incandescent in the hush

of dusk after the fierceness of the sun has waned, a row of palm trees silhouetted like cut-outs

from black paper, the water of the Suez Canal blood-red; and into this backdrop Morton steps

— literally; he gets a rowboat for the short crossing, and the water that falls from the oars is

first red and then silver as the moon rises. Reaching the other side he advances upon the

small train station of El Kantana (whose meaning in Arabic, he notes, is ‘the bridge’) where he

will cross from Egypt to Palestine.Again, mounting the rolling deck of a coastal boat before

sunrise, he presents a scene as picturesque as anyone could wish for: Nubian and Egyptian

deckhands move about the cargo as a cold wind shakes their thin garments; mules bray; the

sullen swell of the Mediterranean hisses rhythmically along the side of the ship. He strains his

eyes in the grey light for the pinprick of the lighthouse atop Mt Carmel, reflecting how St Paul,

too, must have known this same moment at landfall, with the last of the stars and the smell of

tar and beast; and, whispering the names of places he was bound for — Tarsus, Ephesus,

Philippi, Corinth, Antioch, Iconium, Salamis, Paphos — he sees the sun win its battle with the

night clouds over the Lebanon and a cold blue light rise in the east to reveal a ridge ‘harder

than a shadow’. He is, he tells us, looking upon the Holy Land.His third entrance is near his

second. Once more he is in a little cargo boat. The ship, anchored in the Gulf of Iskanderun,

awaits daybreak (Iskander, he reminds us, is the name of Alexander the Great across the

Arabic world). A cock crows, Syrian cattle stir in the forward hatch. He recounts the ship’s slow

progress up the Syrian coast, the half-made friendships; and at last the sun slowly, reluctantly,

rises fan-like behind Alexandretta and everything glints with gold. Perhaps it seems a little

overdrawn; but it is no more nor less than his readers would expect, shivering at home in

1930s Britain.My arrival was likewise true to my age: an aluminium cigar winged me across

Asia, landed me in Tashkent, then carried me afresh across brown-baked expanses of

emptiness, through six hours of flaming-orange dusk and eventual darkness, an unwavering

roar of jet engines in place of braying mules, and finally the descent, thousands upon

thousands of lights, the thump of wheels on runway, and Cairo.Now here I stood, bleary-eyed

and wrung out after twenty-six hours above the clouds, in the midst of dark, hot confusion. A

taxi driver more persistent than the rest ushered me to his Peugeot and we shot off into the

night. A string of boulevards brought us to the city centre, where he searched in vain for my

hotel. To complicate matters, whole streets were blocked off for Cairenes breaking the

Ramadan fast. They sat shoulder to shoulder at trestles and tables enjoying a meal. Waiters

loomed up against my window, laden with dishes for patrons who, at one in the morning, must

surely have been about to give themselves a sore case of indigestion and sleeplessness. But

then, just as suddenly, the crowds fell away from my window in hallucinogenic-like shapes as

we veered off into the night.The driver, now thoroughly despondent, tried to press the charms

of other hotels on me. But I was insistent. He cried out for guidance from other motorists. They



happily shouted back fragments of assistance, all red herrings. In time, we found it: a hotel of

such meagre pretensions that, but for double doors and unlit signboard, it might have been

invisible. Feeling somehow at fault, I tipped him, but he regarded the amount as inadequate

and chased me up the staircase, up five storeys, to the reception desk where we both arrived

out of breath. But I would give him no more and in the end he left, feeling swindled.All in all, it

was an arrival as undignified and unexceptional as Morton’s were composed and

atmospheric.Ramadan — as I came to understand all too well, for the month of fasting had just

begun — produces a seismic shift in daily routines. Since neither food nor drink must pass a

Muslim’s lips between sunrise and sunset, many shorten their fasting time by rising late and

working and eating into the night. It lessens what is an arduous obligation, especially in a hot

climate.And how hot it was! The sun was well up at seven when, unable to sleep, I went out for

a walk. Streets previously heaving with traffic were deserted. The cacophony of car horns had

stilled. One man walked the broken pavements. Robed in a galabiyya, shod in leather thongs, a

towel across one shoulder, he made his way from the mosque around the corner with an air of

apparent disdain for modern life’s trappings. Transported back 500 years, he would not be the

least out of place. Without watch, glasses, jewellery or mobile phone, he was an Egyptian of

every age but the present, the universal man of Muslim lands. He was today’s fellah removed to

the city; a figure, remarked Morton, who had ‘probably changed less with the centuries than

any other character in Egypt’. He walked by as Cairo slept.How, I wondered, could a city of

twenty million be so deserted? Was this not the metropolis whose prospect of riches and an

escape from grinding poverty exerted such a magnetic pull on the country’s dispossessed?

Was this not Africa’s most populous city? A city growing so fast that any sensible author ought

to refrain from committing the number of inhabitants to paper because by the time his

manuscript has passed from publisher to printer to bookshop to reader, that figure would

probably have reached twenty-one or twenty-two million?Yes, it was all of those things and

more. It was Old Cairo, which runs south to a Roman fortress known as Babylon. It was Coptic

Cairo, the seat of the Christian community. It was Islamic Cairo, the core foundation of the city

established a millennium ago by the Fatimid dynasty and most visibly expressed in the great Al-

Azhar Mosque, which is also the world’s oldest surviving university, and the great Khan al-

Khalili bazaar. It was Cairo’s Northern Cemetery, or City of the Dead, where a proportion of the

city’s poor — some say as many as 500,000 — have taken up residence among the vast and

lesser mausoleums, and daily life is conducted among headstones and other funerary

stonework. It was Downtown Cairo, the commercial hub bordering the east bank of the Nile. It

was Cairo’s Gezira Island, an enclave of fashionable suburbs, shops, hotels and clubs favoured

by the city’s élite. It was Cairo’s Citadel, a collection of mosques and palaces on a limestone

spur out to the east where the country’s rulers lived for hundreds of years. And it was All the

Rest of Cairo, the great sprawl of buildings, tenements and mosques — of which there are

reputedly 1000 in all, built by successive dynasties and rulers right up to the present — which

fills in all the gaps between historic sections of the city after it burst out from its medieval walls,

including the very unhistorical west bank of the Nile, an eruption of reinforced steel and

concrete reaching all the way to the Giza plateau and the only surviving Wonder of the Ancient

World. (Cairo is not, despite the proximity of the pyramids, a city of the pharaohs, for their city

of Memphis lies in ruins twenty kilometres to the south.)For now, I was in Downtown Cairo — a

distinctive quarter of the city on account of a splendidly ostentatious flourishing of European-

influenced architecture that took place a century and a half ago. Egypt’s ruler of the time, the

French-educated Khedive Ismail, deemed Cairo should have a modern centre worthy of its

stature as one of the pre-eminent cities of the Muslim world. This viceroy of the Turkish



government selected as his site the swampy plain west of Islamic Cairo — an area subject to

annual flooding by the Nile — and commissioned architects from Europe, principally Italy,

France and Belgium, to set to work on a suitably grand design. The swamp was drained and

building began apace. This was a time when the Suez Canal was showing every sign of

actually being completed; and the Khedive, searching about for something to mark the visit of

the Empress Eugénie of France for the canal’s opening in 1869, also ordered construction of

Sharia al-Haram, the road that runs dead straight, from the west bank of the Nile to the foot of

the pyramids.Central Cairo must once have been a magnificent sight, but is now in a state of

inexorable decay. Buildings as elaborate as tiered wedding cakes decorate its avenues. Each

distinctive façade is united with its neighbours’ by a universal coating of biscuit-brown dust and

an apparent contempt for maintenance. Apartments conceived with a single purpose in mind

now have a multiplicity of uses. Take, for example, the building in which my hotel has taken up

residence (for it does indeed seem like a squatter who might clear out at any moment).

Externally, it is much like its neighbours, with tall shuttered doors leading onto wrought-iron

balconies and piano-key plasterwork. The paint peels terribly, but no matter. The occupants are

a mixed lot. Mr Dahshan has a legal practice on the upper levels, though I never once sighted

him. The New Culture Publishing House lower down displays a backlist yellowed with age. The

Egyptian Handicapped Association has a beautiful brass plaque, but no one appears to cross

its threshold. The very absence of comings and goings is disconcerting. No one ever mounts

the grimy stairs or crosses the outsized landings. Occasionally the minuscule lift, chic as a

French handbag, hauls itself up through the stairwell. The bottom of the lift well is the resting

place of twisted bicycles, broken furniture and objects made unrecognisable by decades of

dust.Out on the street, things are not much different. The air is choked with grit and petrol

fumes. The pavement stones are buckled, and a jungle of cables festoons buildings and criss-

crosses streets. At your feet, booksellers and newspaper vendors spread their offerings about

the pavements, while men bearing trays with glasses of black tea and cups of Turkish coffee

dart deftly past your shoulder. Mothers haul chubby children from shop to shop, and taxi drivers

toot for your attention. Cairo, for all its muddle and decay, is preparing to charm you.Little by

little that first morning, Cairo came to life. Shop shutters came up, traffic thickened and the

pavements began to fill, chiefly with men bound for shop or office, wearing an apparently

obligatory uniform of open-necked shirt and slacks. But there was also a smattering of women;

yes, some from head to toe in black, but most with their modesty protected by the flimsiest

scarf. With their bright accessories and sunglasses and assertive stride they were by far the

more interesting and variegated sex.Perhaps to compensate for their relative drabness,

Egyptian men greet one another with exaggerated bonhomie, making long play of their

handshakes, hailing one another with sonorous voices for the apparent benefit of anyone

within earshot. I watched one self-important public servant emerge from the Mogama building,

bellow impatiently at colleagues, clap hands with others and brush cheeks with a parking

attendant before pressing his newspaper and work files under his arm, stepping sharply into

his saloon and commanding his driver to go, whereupon the car shot off into the traffic. The

parking attendant — like all guards, factotums, watchmen, traffic officers and policemen of

Egypt — wore a uniform so oversized and misshapen it lent him an almost comical aspect. It

consisted of a white jacket and trousers, a black belt curving under his belly, a peaked service

cap of the kind Soviet field marshals once wore, and an assortment of tawdry buckles and

insignia fastened to his epaulettes, pockets and spats. He waved me along with a flourish of his

hand, anxious to exercise his small measure of authority.I proceeded to the main train station

to book a ticket south. Ramses Station is hidden by overpasses and an enormous junction,



known as Midan Ramses, around which whirl belching buses and battered taxis, and into

which a foolhardy pedestrian will sometimes dart. The station itself was as featureless as a

factory. The crowds were thin; the trains came and went without ceremony. Seldom had I seen

a capital station so without character or life. Only stockinged men dozing and praying on a

carpet redeemed the scene.Later, when the sun had spent itself, I ventured across to the Nile.

A breeze came up, taunting me with its trembling weakness. And that’s when Friday appeared

— at least that was the name he used in introducing himself.‘People are angry,’ he launched in

without preamble.‘Oh,’ I replied.‘Yes,’ he whispered, stepping closer. ‘You are writing things.

Write this down: “People have little money, little money.”’His hand rose and fell as if to

emphasise the very precariousness of life.‘You see them fasting, some are fasting, some are

not, but there is anger in their eyes. Ramadan, you must understand, is a great difficulty. After

the fasting there are three days of feasting. All this is expensive. They must have a new suit, a

new outfit. And then school goes back. There are books and uniforms to buy. And the economy

is down.’Friday’s hand went to work again, pressing down and down, squeezing the ordinary

man’s very standard of living into the ground.‘What is there to do? Nothing!’ Thereupon Friday

walked off, his part in some unknown play now concluded.It would have been easy to dismiss

Friday as a nutcase, deranged; but millions of ordinary Egyptians, I knew, were suffering as the

high cost of essentials and a struggling economy took their toll.His words slipped completely

from my mind, however, when I saw the blue expanse of the Nile. Some visitors, newly arrived

in Cairo, must rush to the pyramids, or to the Egyptian Museum with its hoard of gold and

mummies; but I think first of the Nile (and I do not care to rush to anything). And here it was,

6000 or so kilometres through its journey, tamed for a moment by concrete embankments but

still the giver of life to eighty million people, ‘the very mother of Egypt, as the sun is the father’.

It lay apparently motionless beside the corniche al-Nil, the main waterfront thoroughfare, along

which I now began to walk. It was odd to say, but no boats plied its waters, no steamers,

ferries, cruise ships, not even the humblest dinghy from which a poor Cairene might toss a

fishing line. Certainly you could see none of the giyasats Morton had seen, coming downriver

with cargoes of sugarcane, cotton and grain.Gradually a breeze began to rouse itself. Leaves

fell in intermittent flurries through the branches of plane trees and, as the breeze strengthened,

it shook the tourist feluccas tied together along the water’s edge, their squabs and cushions

arranged so as to conjure up the languid sumptuousness of the East.Bizarrely, Cairo appears

to have turned its back on the river whose waters and annual contribution of rich alluvial silt

have given Egypt its means of existence.1 There was hardly a stroller to be seen savouring its

cooling air. The river’s only visitors were office workers speeding home, enveloped in engine

noise and tooting. But then a lone fellah strode into view, his face creased and sun-blackened.

His galabiyya — the shirt-like, ankle-length garment of the country masses — was a dirty grey,

the soles of his feet were deeply cracked and his plastic sandals were worn flat at the heels.

His left hand grasped with a rough, sure grip, three rounds of unleavened bread. That sight

reminded me that a real struggle for existence was playing itself out beyond all this concrete

and glass.Morton, ever the great scene painter, is surprisingly clipped about native Cairo. It is

as though he flings off a working sketch rather than a finished artwork, for his real interest is

the Copts. He is now partway into his third book of the trilogy and he reaches the capital after

setting off from the Syrian port of Alexandretta for Baghdad. He then returns to the

Mediterranean coast, but at Haifa he encounters a problem — troubles between Jew and Arab.

There has been an explosion on the railway line in the south and he is advised to take a boat

for Alexandria.Now he makes his only direct observation on a conflict that bedevils the world to

this day. The mutual hatred deeply exasperates him. In Haifa, he says, he hears ‘much of the



hatred of Arab for Jew and of the Jew’s determination to make Palestine his own land’.‘A Jew

came to me,’ he recounts, ‘and cried vehemently: “What has my race done to deserve the

world’s hate? Where can we go, if not to our own land?”‘A Christian Arab came to see me and

he said: “Do you English people think that God intended atheists to come back to the Promised

Land? I could take you to Jewish colonies round about in which men openly scoff at God. Why

should we sit down and see our country bought up by Jewish communists?”‘To all of which I

had nothing to reply. I was heartily glad to get away from the blistering hatred of a country

which should be the Holy Land.’He will not be drawn one way or the other. All he will say is that

the Holy Land is far from holy.So he reaches Cairo, where his work begins in earnest. It has

three prongs: the ancient Egypt of the pharaohs; the Copts who maintain their own form of

Christian tradition in the East; and the hermits, sages and holy men who went out into the

lonely deserts and mountains to find God. (He declares, a little misleadingly, that he has come

to Egypt ‘[not] to see the familiar land of the Pharaohs, but the almost unknown Egypt of St.

Mark [founder of Christianity there]’.) However, he is not above descriptions of modern-day

conditions, which are in truth the very stuff that leaven his scriptural and historical forays.He

stays at the Shepheard’s Hotel, a colonial institution overlooking the Nile, which was burnt

down in 1952 in riots that swept the country and blew King Farouk out of his kingdom. Bell-

pulls in the rooms summoned the ‘Native Valet’, and waiters went about in tarboosh and long

robes which, according to one traveller, gave the fat attendants the appearance of eunuchs or

scimitar-wielding executioners. But even Morton’s Cairo was changing: the romantic city that

appealed so strongly to Victorian England was fast vanishing before encroaching

suburbs.Social mores are changing too, he notes. Women of the richer classes who had gone

about attended by slaves are now driving their own cars and going to tea dances at

Shepheard’s. He is pleased to record that the Cairo of old still exists in the narrow streets and

crammed bazaars.His delight would be undiminished today: a few days spent walking the

poorer streets of Cairo, where the heat, dust and flies seem somehow more overwhelming,

confirmed to me that there are places where nearly all women still go veiled in black from top

to bottom and where men are more likely to favour beards and to wear the hajj skullcap. But

only a short distance from this intense conservatism, spiritually unchanged since the reign of

the caliphs, are smart restaurants, high-rises and Egyptians hankering for modern

gadgetry.The bootblacks are still there, too — if less prevalent. Two in Midan Tahrir, one of

downtown’s busiest squares, conduct a moderate trade with the more dapper sort of young

male — not unlike Morton’s modern Cairene in a European suit, who, tarboosh on head and

cup of coffee in hand, would unhurriedly lift one foot, then the other, to the bootblack kneeling

on the pavement.

For now, I was in Downtown Cairo — a distinctive quarter of the city on account of a splendidly

ostentatious flourishing of European-influenced architecture that took place a century and a

half ago. Egypt’s ruler of the time, the French-educated Khedive Ismail, deemed Cairo should

have a modern centre worthy of its stature as one of the pre-eminent cities of the Muslim

world. This viceroy of the Turkish government selected as his site the swampy plain west of

Islamic Cairo — an area subject to annual flooding by the Nile — and commissioned architects

from Europe, principally Italy, France and Belgium, to set to work on a suitably grand design.

The swamp was drained and building began apace. This was a time when the Suez Canal was

showing every sign of actually being completed; and the Khedive, searching about for

something to mark the visit of the Empress Eugénie of France for the canal’s opening in 1869,

also ordered construction of Sharia al-Haram, the road that runs dead straight, from the west



bank of the Nile to the foot of the pyramids.Central Cairo must once have been a magnificent

sight, but is now in a state of inexorable decay. Buildings as elaborate as tiered wedding cakes

decorate its avenues. Each distinctive façade is united with its neighbours’ by a universal

coating of biscuit-brown dust and an apparent contempt for maintenance. Apartments

conceived with a single purpose in mind now have a multiplicity of uses. Take, for example, the

building in which my hotel has taken up residence (for it does indeed seem like a squatter who

might clear out at any moment). Externally, it is much like its neighbours, with tall shuttered

doors leading onto wrought-iron balconies and piano-key plasterwork. The paint peels terribly,

but no matter. The occupants are a mixed lot. Mr Dahshan has a legal practice on the upper

levels, though I never once sighted him. The New Culture Publishing House lower down

displays a backlist yellowed with age. The Egyptian Handicapped Association has a beautiful

brass plaque, but no one appears to cross its threshold. The very absence of comings and

goings is disconcerting. No one ever mounts the grimy stairs or crosses the outsized landings.

Occasionally the minuscule lift, chic as a French handbag, hauls itself up through the stairwell.

The bottom of the lift well is the resting place of twisted bicycles, broken furniture and objects

made unrecognisable by decades of dust.Out on the street, things are not much different. The

air is choked with grit and petrol fumes. The pavement stones are buckled, and a jungle of

cables festoons buildings and criss-crosses streets. At your feet, booksellers and newspaper

vendors spread their offerings about the pavements, while men bearing trays with glasses of

black tea and cups of Turkish coffee dart deftly past your shoulder. Mothers haul chubby

children from shop to shop, and taxi drivers toot for your attention. Cairo, for all its muddle and

decay, is preparing to charm you.Little by little that first morning, Cairo came to life. Shop

shutters came up, traffic thickened and the pavements began to fill, chiefly with men bound for

shop or office, wearing an apparently obligatory uniform of open-necked shirt and slacks. But

there was also a smattering of women; yes, some from head to toe in black, but most with their

modesty protected by the flimsiest scarf. With their bright accessories and sunglasses and

assertive stride they were by far the more interesting and variegated sex.Perhaps to

compensate for their relative drabness, Egyptian men greet one another with exaggerated

bonhomie, making long play of their handshakes, hailing one another with sonorous voices for

the apparent benefit of anyone within earshot. I watched one self-important public servant

emerge from the Mogama building, bellow impatiently at colleagues, clap hands with others

and brush cheeks with a parking attendant before pressing his newspaper and work files under

his arm, stepping sharply into his saloon and commanding his driver to go, whereupon the car

shot off into the traffic. The parking attendant — like all guards, factotums, watchmen, traffic

officers and policemen of Egypt — wore a uniform so oversized and misshapen it lent him an

almost comical aspect. It consisted of a white jacket and trousers, a black belt curving under

his belly, a peaked service cap of the kind Soviet field marshals once wore, and an assortment

of tawdry buckles and insignia fastened to his epaulettes, pockets and spats. He waved me

along with a flourish of his hand, anxious to exercise his small measure of authority.I

proceeded to the main train station to book a ticket south. Ramses Station is hidden by

overpasses and an enormous junction, known as Midan Ramses, around which whirl belching

buses and battered taxis, and into which a foolhardy pedestrian will sometimes dart. The

station itself was as featureless as a factory. The crowds were thin; the trains came and went

without ceremony. Seldom had I seen a capital station so without character or life. Only

stockinged men dozing and praying on a carpet redeemed the scene.Later, when the sun had

spent itself, I ventured across to the Nile. A breeze came up, taunting me with its trembling

weakness. And that’s when Friday appeared — at least that was the name he used in



introducing himself.‘People are angry,’ he launched in without preamble.‘Oh,’ I replied.‘Yes,’ he

whispered, stepping closer. ‘You are writing things. Write this down: “People have little money,

little money.”’His hand rose and fell as if to emphasise the very precariousness of life.‘You see

them fasting, some are fasting, some are not, but there is anger in their eyes. Ramadan, you

must understand, is a great difficulty. After the fasting there are three days of feasting. All this is

expensive. They must have a new suit, a new outfit. And then school goes back. There are

books and uniforms to buy. And the economy is down.’Friday’s hand went to work again,

pressing down and down, squeezing the ordinary man’s very standard of living into the

ground.‘What is there to do? Nothing!’ Thereupon Friday walked off, his part in some unknown

play now concluded.It would have been easy to dismiss Friday as a nutcase, deranged; but

millions of ordinary Egyptians, I knew, were suffering as the high cost of essentials and a

struggling economy took their toll.His words slipped completely from my mind, however, when I

saw the blue expanse of the Nile. Some visitors, newly arrived in Cairo, must rush to the

pyramids, or to the Egyptian Museum with its hoard of gold and mummies; but I think first of the

Nile (and I do not care to rush to anything). And here it was, 6000 or so kilometres through its

journey, tamed for a moment by concrete embankments but still the giver of life to eighty million

people, ‘the very mother of Egypt, as the sun is the father’. It lay apparently motionless beside

the corniche al-Nil, the main waterfront thoroughfare, along which I now began to walk. It was

odd to say, but no boats plied its waters, no steamers, ferries, cruise ships, not even the

humblest dinghy from which a poor Cairene might toss a fishing line. Certainly you could see

none of the giyasats Morton had seen, coming downriver with cargoes of sugarcane, cotton

and grain.Gradually a breeze began to rouse itself. Leaves fell in intermittent flurries through

the branches of plane trees and, as the breeze strengthened, it shook the tourist feluccas tied

together along the water’s edge, their squabs and cushions arranged so as to conjure up the

languid sumptuousness of the East.Bizarrely, Cairo appears to have turned its back on the

river whose waters and annual contribution of rich alluvial silt have given Egypt its means of

existence.1 There was hardly a stroller to be seen savouring its cooling air. The river’s only

visitors were office workers speeding home, enveloped in engine noise and tooting. But then a

lone fellah strode into view, his face creased and sun-blackened. His galabiyya — the shirt-like,

ankle-length garment of the country masses — was a dirty grey, the soles of his feet were

deeply cracked and his plastic sandals were worn flat at the heels. His left hand grasped with a

rough, sure grip, three rounds of unleavened bread. That sight reminded me that a real

struggle for existence was playing itself out beyond all this concrete and glass.Morton, ever the

great scene painter, is surprisingly clipped about native Cairo. It is as though he flings off a

working sketch rather than a finished artwork, for his real interest is the Copts. He is now

partway into his third book of the trilogy and he reaches the capital after setting off from the

Syrian port of Alexandretta for Baghdad. He then returns to the Mediterranean coast, but at

Haifa he encounters a problem — troubles between Jew and Arab. There has been an

explosion on the railway line in the south and he is advised to take a boat for Alexandria.Now

he makes his only direct observation on a conflict that bedevils the world to this day. The

mutual hatred deeply exasperates him. In Haifa, he says, he hears ‘much of the hatred of Arab

for Jew and of the Jew’s determination to make Palestine his own land’.‘A Jew came to me,’ he

recounts, ‘and cried vehemently: “What has my race done to deserve the world’s hate? Where

can we go, if not to our own land?”‘A Christian Arab came to see me and he said: “Do you

English people think that God intended atheists to come back to the Promised Land? I could

take you to Jewish colonies round about in which men openly scoff at God. Why should we sit

down and see our country bought up by Jewish communists?”‘To all of which I had nothing to



reply. I was heartily glad to get away from the blistering hatred of a country which should be the

Holy Land.’He will not be drawn one way or the other. All he will say is that the Holy Land is far

from holy.So he reaches Cairo, where his work begins in earnest. It has three prongs: the

ancient Egypt of the pharaohs; the Copts who maintain their own form of Christian tradition in

the East; and the hermits, sages and holy men who went out into the lonely deserts and

mountains to find God. (He declares, a little misleadingly, that he has come to Egypt ‘[not] to

see the familiar land of the Pharaohs, but the almost unknown Egypt of St. Mark [founder of

Christianity there]’.) However, he is not above descriptions of modern-day conditions, which are

in truth the very stuff that leaven his scriptural and historical forays.He stays at the Shepheard’s

Hotel, a colonial institution overlooking the Nile, which was burnt down in 1952 in riots that

swept the country and blew King Farouk out of his kingdom. Bell-pulls in the rooms summoned

the ‘Native Valet’, and waiters went about in tarboosh and long robes which, according to one

traveller, gave the fat attendants the appearance of eunuchs or scimitar-wielding executioners.

But even Morton’s Cairo was changing: the romantic city that appealed so strongly to Victorian

England was fast vanishing before encroaching suburbs.Social mores are changing too, he

notes. Women of the richer classes who had gone about attended by slaves are now driving

their own cars and going to tea dances at Shepheard’s. He is pleased to record that the Cairo

of old still exists in the narrow streets and crammed bazaars.His delight would be undiminished

today: a few days spent walking the poorer streets of Cairo, where the heat, dust and flies

seem somehow more overwhelming, confirmed to me that there are places where nearly all

women still go veiled in black from top to bottom and where men are more likely to favour

beards and to wear the hajj skullcap. But only a short distance from this intense conservatism,

spiritually unchanged since the reign of the caliphs, are smart restaurants, high-rises and

Egyptians hankering for modern gadgetry.The bootblacks are still there, too — if less prevalent.

Two in Midan Tahrir, one of downtown’s busiest squares, conduct a moderate trade with the

more dapper sort of young male — not unlike Morton’s modern Cairene in a European suit,

who, tarboosh on head and cup of coffee in hand, would unhurriedly lift one foot, then the

other, to the bootblack kneeling on the pavement.Morton has reservations about one thing in

Cairo, and understandably so: going to the national museum. In 1923, still a London

newspaperman, he had been sent to report on the discovery of a royal tomb near Luxor.

Howard Carter was about to reveal to the world the fantastic cache of artefacts hidden in the

mummy chamber of boy-king Tutankhamun. Fearing he might be beaten to the scoop, Morton

camped out on a hilltop overlooking the Valley of the Kings and the tomb entrance where

Carter and his team had been at work. Nothing happened that night, but he was later able to

enter the tomb and see the treasures as they had been left, lying in confusion and thick with

the dust of centuries.With official sanction, he witnessed treasure emerging into the sunlight

after 3000 years of darkness — 3000 years! During that time, Morton reminds us, Athens had

risen, as had Rome, and London, and Constantinople. So many centuries had marched by. It

was a thrilling moment. Readers worldwide were gripped by the discovery. Morton’s dispatches

helped to cement his reputation as a reporter and set him on the path to the life of a full-time

writer.Fifteen years on, Morton is back in Egypt, and those treasures are in the antiseptic

confines of a museum. He expresses doubts about going to have a look. What could match

that original sense of drama, of descending the steps of the tomb through the hot, stuffy air,

through the ‘indescribable smell of age’, past linen shawls once draped round two life-sized

statues of the dead king but now, after so many centuries, hanging like cobwebs and ready to

collapse into dust at the least touch?But in the event he is thrilled. He climbs the short flight of

stairs to the Tutankhamun exhibits, which to this day take pride of place in a room of their own.



His first impression is of gold, not tarnished and streaked as he first saw it, but gleaming,

shining, glowing, enslaving any viewer who gazes too long at the hammered, smooth masses.I,

too, approached the museum with reservations, for there is no time during which it is possible

to escape from the press of visitors. I did not bound up the steps like Morton, but endured slow

and complicated security checks, exchanging bag and camera for chits, money for a ticket, and

passing through scanners and turnstiles.Even from the entrance I was struck by the sheer

scale of the wonders within: gargantuan limestone statues and granite sphinxes; a profusion of

sarcophagi in stone and in wood, engraved and plain, rectangular and spherical, silver-lined

and painted, open and empty, mysteriously shut, laid flat, displayed upright, stacked two and

three high as though in an overcrowded morgue; funerary masks, funerary couches, ships

manned with rowers to carry the dead to the afterlife; royal mummies, Greco-Roman mummies;

embalmed dogs, cats, crocodiles, jackals, all shrivelled and ghoulish. I inched past row upon

row of glass cabinets containing amulets, works of alabaster, jewellery, domestic utensils. I

trailed down antechambers of pottery and furniture, model villages, armies and sailing vessels.

I marched past walls of Greco-Roman portraits. I gazed up at larger-than-life statues and felt

myself reduced to a mere mite.So fabulously rich was the collection that I could see it left many

visitors, already fatigued by the heat, quite bewildered. As for me, I was simply bowled

over.Egypt’s artists, sculptors, silversmiths, goldsmiths, painters and carvers had bent all their

creative powers during the course of thousands of years to one theme: death and the afterlife,

in particular the death and afterlife of their rulers. It is no exaggeration to say it was an

obsession, this preservation of the body and the satisfactory provisioning of it for the passage

into the next world. Artistic endeavour, like so much else in the life of ancient Egypt, was

trained upon the pharaohs; and the sheer length of time this labour had been going on adds an

almost oppressive quality to this stockpile.Reaching the far end of this Wonder House, I

entered Tutankhamun’s room and found it as Morton had described. And in the centre, floodlit

and instantly recognisable, was the death mask found over the head of Tutankhamun’s

mummy, smooth, gleaming gold with a striped headdress consisting of alternate bars of gold

and blue glass. On his forehead, in solid gold, were the emblems of the eighteen-year-old’s

kingdom, the vulture and cobra of Upper and Lower Egypt. Near the mask were two

sarcophagi, the smaller cast in solid gold and weighing 110 kilograms; the pair fitted like

Russian dolls around the mummy, and were in turn encased by an outermost sarcophagus.The

crowds were bedazzled. ‘Our most famous ruler,’ declared one guide.By now quite done in, I

found a space to sit on a bench — something the museum could do with a lot more of, in view

of the marathon effort its contents represent to the visitor.After a time, the man beside me

murmured: ‘Horus is also the ruler of earth.’I had felt his eyes staring at my jottings, but said

nothing. Now, when I looked up, I saw a friendly face.‘Oh, I’m just curious how the falcons on

the mummy collars look like the one on your national flag.’‘You are right, it is. The falcon is a

symbol of the god Horus, protector of every reigning pharaoh.’He extended his hand.

‘Mohammed Fathy.’‘Our flag, you know, is interesting. Its design was deemed acceptable and

neutral, because we are not wholly Muslim. Ten per cent are Christian. The falcon reflects

Egypt’s ancient past, but it also links to our wider Arabian heritage. It is a bird, after all, found

throughout Arabia. Do you know what the colours represent? No? The black is supposedly the

dark period before the revolution, the ’52 revolution. The white is the non-bloody way of the

revolution. And the red is the hard way of peace and welfare. Of course, they call it a revolution,

but it was not really …’‘More a coup?’‘Yes, a coup. They say a revolution, but no one moves.’It

turned out I had struck gold. Mr Fathy had studied Egyptology at Cairo University, and he

indulged me with an explanation of the mythology behind all the exhibits in the museum, all the



temples in Egypt, all the tombs, thrones, monuments and ruins up and down the Nile.‘In the

beginning,’ he started, ‘there was only water. From this water the first Hill appeared, and from

this Hill an egg appeared. When it hatched, Atum, the perfect god, was revealed. Now, Atum

created the earth god Geb and the sky goddess Nut — she swallows the sun each evening

and gives birth to it again in the morning. Egyptians see in the cycle of the sun the course of

human life: it rises weak like a newborn, it achieves full strength at midday, like a man at the

peak of his powers, and it declines in the evening, like man’s own decline into old age and

death. But in the morning, it rises again, just as the moon is reborn each lunar month and the

Nile’s flooding renews the earth. Observing all this, the ancient Egyptians rejected the idea that

human life ended at death and came to believe that their brief life on earth would be followed

by resurrection and eternal life if their souls were judged worthy. Where the Egyptians were

unique was in their belief that certain preparations were essential for eternal life, and they are

the things you will see here in the museum and beyond: the mummy, the tomb furniture and the

tomb.‘But to get to my main point, the myth of Osiris, which I should tell you is the most

important in Egyptian mythology. Nut and Geb have four offspring: Osiris, Isis, Seth and

Nephthys. Out of the union of Oriris and Isis comes Horus. Here we have the main gods for our

mythology: Osiris is the god of regeneration and ruler of the underworld. Isis is the goddess of

magic. She and Nephthys protect the dead … Well, Nephthys is not so important. Horus is. He

is personified by the ruling pharaoh and is the falcon god of the sky. So there is your answer.

There is why he is on the mummy collars.‘Now Osiris becomes king of mankind and is loved by

everyone. This makes his brother Seth jealous. Seth is the god of chaos, the god of evil. He

kills Osiris, but not before Osiris manages to have intercourse with Isis to give her a son to

avenge his death. Isis gives birth to Horus. When Horus reaches manhood he demands his

father’s throne from Seth. His uncle refuses, so Horus challenges him to a fight for the throne.

Seth takes the form of a hippopotamus for this battle, which he loses. To honour Horus’s victory

the Egyptians built a temple at Edfu.‘Seth,’ he concluded, ‘is not seen much in Egypt’s

monuments except when the people need evil to fight battles and win wars: then you will see

the hippopotamus or crocodile.’2‘These are the main gods you will find in temples, but there

are many others, and over time they have adopted each other’s aspects. Sometimes you will

find it hard to tell them apart.’

For now, I was in Downtown Cairo — a distinctive quarter of the city on account of a splendidly

ostentatious flourishing of European-influenced architecture that took place a century and a

half ago. Egypt’s ruler of the time, the French-educated Khedive Ismail, deemed Cairo should

have a modern centre worthy of its stature as one of the pre-eminent cities of the Muslim

world. This viceroy of the Turkish government selected as his site the swampy plain west of

Islamic Cairo — an area subject to annual flooding by the Nile — and commissioned architects

from Europe, principally Italy, France and Belgium, to set to work on a suitably grand design.

The swamp was drained and building began apace. This was a time when the Suez Canal was

showing every sign of actually being completed; and the Khedive, searching about for

something to mark the visit of the Empress Eugénie of France for the canal’s opening in 1869,

also ordered construction of Sharia al-Haram, the road that runs dead straight, from the west

bank of the Nile to the foot of the pyramids.Central Cairo must once have been a magnificent

sight, but is now in a state of inexorable decay. Buildings as elaborate as tiered wedding cakes

decorate its avenues. Each distinctive façade is united with its neighbours’ by a universal

coating of biscuit-brown dust and an apparent contempt for maintenance. Apartments

conceived with a single purpose in mind now have a multiplicity of uses. Take, for example, the



building in which my hotel has taken up residence (for it does indeed seem like a squatter who

might clear out at any moment). Externally, it is much like its neighbours, with tall shuttered

doors leading onto wrought-iron balconies and piano-key plasterwork. The paint peels terribly,

but no matter. The occupants are a mixed lot. Mr Dahshan has a legal practice on the upper

levels, though I never once sighted him. The New Culture Publishing House lower down

displays a backlist yellowed with age. The Egyptian Handicapped Association has a beautiful

brass plaque, but no one appears to cross its threshold. The very absence of comings and

goings is disconcerting. No one ever mounts the grimy stairs or crosses the outsized landings.

Occasionally the minuscule lift, chic as a French handbag, hauls itself up through the stairwell.

The bottom of the lift well is the resting place of twisted bicycles, broken furniture and objects

made unrecognisable by decades of dust.Out on the street, things are not much different. The

air is choked with grit and petrol fumes. The pavement stones are buckled, and a jungle of

cables festoons buildings and criss-crosses streets. At your feet, booksellers and newspaper

vendors spread their offerings about the pavements, while men bearing trays with glasses of

black tea and cups of Turkish coffee dart deftly past your shoulder. Mothers haul chubby

children from shop to shop, and taxi drivers toot for your attention. Cairo, for all its muddle and

decay, is preparing to charm you.Little by little that first morning, Cairo came to life. Shop

shutters came up, traffic thickened and the pavements began to fill, chiefly with men bound for

shop or office, wearing an apparently obligatory uniform of open-necked shirt and slacks. But

there was also a smattering of women; yes, some from head to toe in black, but most with their

modesty protected by the flimsiest scarf. With their bright accessories and sunglasses and

assertive stride they were by far the more interesting and variegated sex.Perhaps to

compensate for their relative drabness, Egyptian men greet one another with exaggerated

bonhomie, making long play of their handshakes, hailing one another with sonorous voices for

the apparent benefit of anyone within earshot. I watched one self-important public servant

emerge from the Mogama building, bellow impatiently at colleagues, clap hands with others

and brush cheeks with a parking attendant before pressing his newspaper and work files under

his arm, stepping sharply into his saloon and commanding his driver to go, whereupon the car

shot off into the traffic. The parking attendant — like all guards, factotums, watchmen, traffic

officers and policemen of Egypt — wore a uniform so oversized and misshapen it lent him an

almost comical aspect. It consisted of a white jacket and trousers, a black belt curving under

his belly, a peaked service cap of the kind Soviet field marshals once wore, and an assortment

of tawdry buckles and insignia fastened to his epaulettes, pockets and spats. He waved me

along with a flourish of his hand, anxious to exercise his small measure of authority.I

proceeded to the main train station to book a ticket south. Ramses Station is hidden by

overpasses and an enormous junction, known as Midan Ramses, around which whirl belching

buses and battered taxis, and into which a foolhardy pedestrian will sometimes dart. The

station itself was as featureless as a factory. The crowds were thin; the trains came and went

without ceremony. Seldom had I seen a capital station so without character or life. Only

stockinged men dozing and praying on a carpet redeemed the scene.Later, when the sun had

spent itself, I ventured across to the Nile. A breeze came up, taunting me with its trembling

weakness. And that’s when Friday appeared — at least that was the name he used in

introducing himself.‘People are angry,’ he launched in without preamble.‘Oh,’ I replied.‘Yes,’ he

whispered, stepping closer. ‘You are writing things. Write this down: “People have little money,

little money.”’His hand rose and fell as if to emphasise the very precariousness of life.‘You see

them fasting, some are fasting, some are not, but there is anger in their eyes. Ramadan, you

must understand, is a great difficulty. After the fasting there are three days of feasting. All this is



expensive. They must have a new suit, a new outfit. And then school goes back. There are

books and uniforms to buy. And the economy is down.’Friday’s hand went to work again,

pressing down and down, squeezing the ordinary man’s very standard of living into the

ground.‘What is there to do? Nothing!’ Thereupon Friday walked off, his part in some unknown

play now concluded.It would have been easy to dismiss Friday as a nutcase, deranged; but

millions of ordinary Egyptians, I knew, were suffering as the high cost of essentials and a

struggling economy took their toll.His words slipped completely from my mind, however, when I

saw the blue expanse of the Nile. Some visitors, newly arrived in Cairo, must rush to the

pyramids, or to the Egyptian Museum with its hoard of gold and mummies; but I think first of the

Nile (and I do not care to rush to anything). And here it was, 6000 or so kilometres through its

journey, tamed for a moment by concrete embankments but still the giver of life to eighty million

people, ‘the very mother of Egypt, as the sun is the father’. It lay apparently motionless beside

the corniche al-Nil, the main waterfront thoroughfare, along which I now began to walk. It was

odd to say, but no boats plied its waters, no steamers, ferries, cruise ships, not even the

humblest dinghy from which a poor Cairene might toss a fishing line. Certainly you could see

none of the giyasats Morton had seen, coming downriver with cargoes of sugarcane, cotton

and grain.Gradually a breeze began to rouse itself. Leaves fell in intermittent flurries through

the branches of plane trees and, as the breeze strengthened, it shook the tourist feluccas tied

together along the water’s edge, their squabs and cushions arranged so as to conjure up the

languid sumptuousness of the East.Bizarrely, Cairo appears to have turned its back on the

river whose waters and annual contribution of rich alluvial silt have given Egypt its means of

existence.1 There was hardly a stroller to be seen savouring its cooling air. The river’s only

visitors were office workers speeding home, enveloped in engine noise and tooting. But then a

lone fellah strode into view, his face creased and sun-blackened. His galabiyya — the shirt-like,

ankle-length garment of the country masses — was a dirty grey, the soles of his feet were

deeply cracked and his plastic sandals were worn flat at the heels. His left hand grasped with a

rough, sure grip, three rounds of unleavened bread. That sight reminded me that a real

struggle for existence was playing itself out beyond all this concrete and glass.Morton, ever the

great scene painter, is surprisingly clipped about native Cairo. It is as though he flings off a

working sketch rather than a finished artwork, for his real interest is the Copts. He is now

partway into his third book of the trilogy and he reaches the capital after setting off from the

Syrian port of Alexandretta for Baghdad. He then returns to the Mediterranean coast, but at

Haifa he encounters a problem — troubles between Jew and Arab. There has been an

explosion on the railway line in the south and he is advised to take a boat for Alexandria.Now

he makes his only direct observation on a conflict that bedevils the world to this day. The

mutual hatred deeply exasperates him. In Haifa, he says, he hears ‘much of the hatred of Arab

for Jew and of the Jew’s determination to make Palestine his own land’.‘A Jew came to me,’ he

recounts, ‘and cried vehemently: “What has my race done to deserve the world’s hate? Where

can we go, if not to our own land?”‘A Christian Arab came to see me and he said: “Do you

English people think that God intended atheists to come back to the Promised Land? I could

take you to Jewish colonies round about in which men openly scoff at God. Why should we sit

down and see our country bought up by Jewish communists?”‘To all of which I had nothing to

reply. I was heartily glad to get away from the blistering hatred of a country which should be the

Holy Land.’He will not be drawn one way or the other. All he will say is that the Holy Land is far

from holy.So he reaches Cairo, where his work begins in earnest. It has three prongs: the

ancient Egypt of the pharaohs; the Copts who maintain their own form of Christian tradition in

the East; and the hermits, sages and holy men who went out into the lonely deserts and



mountains to find God. (He declares, a little misleadingly, that he has come to Egypt ‘[not] to

see the familiar land of the Pharaohs, but the almost unknown Egypt of St. Mark [founder of

Christianity there]’.) However, he is not above descriptions of modern-day conditions, which are

in truth the very stuff that leaven his scriptural and historical forays.He stays at the Shepheard’s

Hotel, a colonial institution overlooking the Nile, which was burnt down in 1952 in riots that

swept the country and blew King Farouk out of his kingdom. Bell-pulls in the rooms summoned

the ‘Native Valet’, and waiters went about in tarboosh and long robes which, according to one

traveller, gave the fat attendants the appearance of eunuchs or scimitar-wielding executioners.

But even Morton’s Cairo was changing: the romantic city that appealed so strongly to Victorian

England was fast vanishing before encroaching suburbs.Social mores are changing too, he

notes. Women of the richer classes who had gone about attended by slaves are now driving

their own cars and going to tea dances at Shepheard’s. He is pleased to record that the Cairo

of old still exists in the narrow streets and crammed bazaars.His delight would be undiminished

today: a few days spent walking the poorer streets of Cairo, where the heat, dust and flies

seem somehow more overwhelming, confirmed to me that there are places where nearly all

women still go veiled in black from top to bottom and where men are more likely to favour

beards and to wear the hajj skullcap. But only a short distance from this intense conservatism,

spiritually unchanged since the reign of the caliphs, are smart restaurants, high-rises and

Egyptians hankering for modern gadgetry.The bootblacks are still there, too — if less prevalent.

Two in Midan Tahrir, one of downtown’s busiest squares, conduct a moderate trade with the

more dapper sort of young male — not unlike Morton’s modern Cairene in a European suit,

who, tarboosh on head and cup of coffee in hand, would unhurriedly lift one foot, then the

other, to the bootblack kneeling on the pavement.Morton has reservations about one thing in

Cairo, and understandably so: going to the national museum. In 1923, still a London

newspaperman, he had been sent to report on the discovery of a royal tomb near Luxor.

Howard Carter was about to reveal to the world the fantastic cache of artefacts hidden in the

mummy chamber of boy-king Tutankhamun. Fearing he might be beaten to the scoop, Morton

camped out on a hilltop overlooking the Valley of the Kings and the tomb entrance where

Carter and his team had been at work. Nothing happened that night, but he was later able to

enter the tomb and see the treasures as they had been left, lying in confusion and thick with

the dust of centuries.With official sanction, he witnessed treasure emerging into the sunlight

after 3000 years of darkness — 3000 years! During that time, Morton reminds us, Athens had

risen, as had Rome, and London, and Constantinople. So many centuries had marched by. It

was a thrilling moment. Readers worldwide were gripped by the discovery. Morton’s dispatches

helped to cement his reputation as a reporter and set him on the path to the life of a full-time

writer.Fifteen years on, Morton is back in Egypt, and those treasures are in the antiseptic

confines of a museum. He expresses doubts about going to have a look. What could match

that original sense of drama, of descending the steps of the tomb through the hot, stuffy air,

through the ‘indescribable smell of age’, past linen shawls once draped round two life-sized

statues of the dead king but now, after so many centuries, hanging like cobwebs and ready to

collapse into dust at the least touch?But in the event he is thrilled. He climbs the short flight of

stairs to the Tutankhamun exhibits, which to this day take pride of place in a room of their own.

His first impression is of gold, not tarnished and streaked as he first saw it, but gleaming,

shining, glowing, enslaving any viewer who gazes too long at the hammered, smooth masses.I,

too, approached the museum with reservations, for there is no time during which it is possible

to escape from the press of visitors. I did not bound up the steps like Morton, but endured slow

and complicated security checks, exchanging bag and camera for chits, money for a ticket, and



passing through scanners and turnstiles.Even from the entrance I was struck by the sheer

scale of the wonders within: gargantuan limestone statues and granite sphinxes; a profusion of

sarcophagi in stone and in wood, engraved and plain, rectangular and spherical, silver-lined

and painted, open and empty, mysteriously shut, laid flat, displayed upright, stacked two and

three high as though in an overcrowded morgue; funerary masks, funerary couches, ships

manned with rowers to carry the dead to the afterlife; royal mummies, Greco-Roman mummies;

embalmed dogs, cats, crocodiles, jackals, all shrivelled and ghoulish. I inched past row upon

row of glass cabinets containing amulets, works of alabaster, jewellery, domestic utensils. I

trailed down antechambers of pottery and furniture, model villages, armies and sailing vessels.

I marched past walls of Greco-Roman portraits. I gazed up at larger-than-life statues and felt

myself reduced to a mere mite.So fabulously rich was the collection that I could see it left many

visitors, already fatigued by the heat, quite bewildered. As for me, I was simply bowled

over.Egypt’s artists, sculptors, silversmiths, goldsmiths, painters and carvers had bent all their

creative powers during the course of thousands of years to one theme: death and the afterlife,

in particular the death and afterlife of their rulers. It is no exaggeration to say it was an

obsession, this preservation of the body and the satisfactory provisioning of it for the passage

into the next world. Artistic endeavour, like so much else in the life of ancient Egypt, was

trained upon the pharaohs; and the sheer length of time this labour had been going on adds an

almost oppressive quality to this stockpile.Reaching the far end of this Wonder House, I

entered Tutankhamun’s room and found it as Morton had described. And in the centre, floodlit

and instantly recognisable, was the death mask found over the head of Tutankhamun’s

mummy, smooth, gleaming gold with a striped headdress consisting of alternate bars of gold

and blue glass. On his forehead, in solid gold, were the emblems of the eighteen-year-old’s

kingdom, the vulture and cobra of Upper and Lower Egypt. Near the mask were two

sarcophagi, the smaller cast in solid gold and weighing 110 kilograms; the pair fitted like

Russian dolls around the mummy, and were in turn encased by an outermost sarcophagus.The

crowds were bedazzled. ‘Our most famous ruler,’ declared one guide.By now quite done in, I

found a space to sit on a bench — something the museum could do with a lot more of, in view

of the marathon effort its contents represent to the visitor.After a time, the man beside me

murmured: ‘Horus is also the ruler of earth.’I had felt his eyes staring at my jottings, but said

nothing. Now, when I looked up, I saw a friendly face.‘Oh, I’m just curious how the falcons on

the mummy collars look like the one on your national flag.’‘You are right, it is. The falcon is a

symbol of the god Horus, protector of every reigning pharaoh.’He extended his hand.

‘Mohammed Fathy.’‘Our flag, you know, is interesting. Its design was deemed acceptable and

neutral, because we are not wholly Muslim. Ten per cent are Christian. The falcon reflects

Egypt’s ancient past, but it also links to our wider Arabian heritage. It is a bird, after all, found

throughout Arabia. Do you know what the colours represent? No? The black is supposedly the

dark period before the revolution, the ’52 revolution. The white is the non-bloody way of the

revolution. And the red is the hard way of peace and welfare. Of course, they call it a revolution,

but it was not really …’‘More a coup?’‘Yes, a coup. They say a revolution, but no one moves.’It

turned out I had struck gold. Mr Fathy had studied Egyptology at Cairo University, and he

indulged me with an explanation of the mythology behind all the exhibits in the museum, all the

temples in Egypt, all the tombs, thrones, monuments and ruins up and down the Nile.‘In the

beginning,’ he started, ‘there was only water. From this water the first Hill appeared, and from

this Hill an egg appeared. When it hatched, Atum, the perfect god, was revealed. Now, Atum

created the earth god Geb and the sky goddess Nut — she swallows the sun each evening

and gives birth to it again in the morning. Egyptians see in the cycle of the sun the course of



human life: it rises weak like a newborn, it achieves full strength at midday, like a man at the

peak of his powers, and it declines in the evening, like man’s own decline into old age and

death. But in the morning, it rises again, just as the moon is reborn each lunar month and the

Nile’s flooding renews the earth. Observing all this, the ancient Egyptians rejected the idea that

human life ended at death and came to believe that their brief life on earth would be followed

by resurrection and eternal life if their souls were judged worthy. Where the Egyptians were

unique was in their belief that certain preparations were essential for eternal life, and they are

the things you will see here in the museum and beyond: the mummy, the tomb furniture and the

tomb.‘But to get to my main point, the myth of Osiris, which I should tell you is the most

important in Egyptian mythology. Nut and Geb have four offspring: Osiris, Isis, Seth and

Nephthys. Out of the union of Oriris and Isis comes Horus. Here we have the main gods for our

mythology: Osiris is the god of regeneration and ruler of the underworld. Isis is the goddess of

magic. She and Nephthys protect the dead … Well, Nephthys is not so important. Horus is. He

is personified by the ruling pharaoh and is the falcon god of the sky. So there is your answer.

There is why he is on the mummy collars.‘Now Osiris becomes king of mankind and is loved by

everyone. This makes his brother Seth jealous. Seth is the god of chaos, the god of evil. He

kills Osiris, but not before Osiris manages to have intercourse with Isis to give her a son to

avenge his death. Isis gives birth to Horus. When Horus reaches manhood he demands his

father’s throne from Seth. His uncle refuses, so Horus challenges him to a fight for the throne.

Seth takes the form of a hippopotamus for this battle, which he loses. To honour Horus’s victory

the Egyptians built a temple at Edfu.‘Seth,’ he concluded, ‘is not seen much in Egypt’s

monuments except when the people need evil to fight battles and win wars: then you will see

the hippopotamus or crocodile.’2‘These are the main gods you will find in temples, but there

are many others, and over time they have adopted each other’s aspects. Sometimes you will

find it hard to tell them apart.’Mr Fathy, having warmed to his subject, resumed, though on a

different tack. ‘Why do you think Carter was so famous? Because he was the first person to

come close to Tutankhamun after more than 3000 years. It is an almost inconceivable idea, to

reach across that distance in time. You see, we humans are limited — limited in time and

space. I must have a space, a place where my body exists, and I must have a time when I am

born, live and die. I cannot defeat time. It ages me and I cannot fight it. When I die, both of

these things vanish and I am at the same level as pharaohs who died thousands of years

ago.’To emphasise the utter irreversibility, the complete finality, of our deaths, he made a

horizontal gesture with his hand, like a flat-lining bleep on a medical screen.‘What happens

then, after death? Is there life or is there nothing? That is the eternal question we all grapple

with, the question that is behind everything in this museum. Every object is a variation on that

theme.‘We humans are limited in another way,’ he went on. ‘Maybe we live fifty, sixty, seventy

years. It is such a short time. What can we learn about all the great questions in so short a

time? We cannot, in our temporal selves. We must study other lives, and Egypt is the best

place for that. It has the longest continuous human development of anywhere in the world.’He

smiled a gentle smile, like one who knows many things but feels no need to prove it.
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